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Purpose and Background

This is a review of the 2016 Self-Study Report by the American Indian Studies program at Black Hills 
State University (BHSU). The task of this review is to review the program from the outside and to 
make recommendations on how the program might be improved. This review is based almost 
exclusively on the Self-Study Report.

Any review is partially based on and influenced by personal experiences. My own background will 
help identify these. I am director of the American Indian Studies program at Iowa State University, and 
before was chair of the American Indian Studies department at the University of North Dakota. I have a
Ph.D. in Anthropology, and have taught in AIS exclusively or in combination with anthropology for 
almost two decades. 

The recommendations I make here are not to be taken as criticism. As I will explain, the AIS program 
at BHSU is successful right now; I simply want to make some potential recommendations for future 
needs that might arise.

1. Overview of the Program

BHSU is the third largest South Dakota Board of Regents university and fulfills a unique role as a 
comprehensive university in the western half of the state. While the University of South Dakota and 
South Dakota State University have or are building American Indian Studies programs, BHSU thus 
serves an important constituency, not the least through courses offered at off-campus sites. At the same 
time, BHSU exists within a limited resource environment simply because of its geographic location; 
western South Dakota has fewer home-grown students.
The American Indian Studies (AIS) program also operates within these complex landscapes. On the 
one hand, its closer proximity to major reservations in the region provides an enviable position, and 
BHSU has the largest proportion of Native students of any South Dakota Regents institutions. On the 
other hand, that proximity also raises complex obligations and relationships.

AIS at BHSU has three goals within its mission statements:
- to provide knowledge about South Dakota tribes
- to expose students to the Lakota language
- to provide knowledge about issues facing American Indians in general.

These goals are very appropriate. BHSU cannot ignore its regional context; it could not fulfill its 
obligations to regional communities without focusing on South Dakota tribes, i.e., especially Lakota. 
Language revitalization is an urgent need for communities. And in order to understand the regional and 
local situation of Native communities, students need to be exposed to general knowledge about federal 
policies, sovereignty, jurisdiction, etc.

Organization

AIS is currently a subdivision of the Center for American Indian Studies. The CAIS, according to the 
BHSU website, has the following mandates:
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• To serve as the administrative unit for academic programs in American Indian Studies (AIS 
major and minor) 

• To act as a coordinating and liaison facility for issues and programs dealing with Indian students
• To promote awareness of American Indian cultures, value systems, and social problems among 

both Indian people themselves and members of the larger society 
• To assist the University in both recruiting and retaining students of American Indian ancestry 
• To act as a liaison with tribal governments, tribal educational facilities, and American Indian 

organizations in the Northern Plains region when so requested 
• To support, encourage, and seek funding for research and publication pertaining to all areas of 

American Indian culture, language, and heritage. 

While this organizational structure is not unique, it provides several challenges. This occasion is not a 
review of the Center; in terms of AIS, however, one of the challenges of a structure like this is the 
impression that AIS exists primarily for Native students, and that it is a program like Jump Start and the
Bridge Program. This has the potential to undermine its visibility as well as its internal and external 
academic recognition. 

My recommendation would be to rename the CAIS to Center for American Indian Students and to 
organize American Indian Studies on the same level as the student services part of the Center. Such a 
reorganization could leave existing structures in place; the Director of CAIS could still be the director 
of CAIS and AIS. However, the organizational disentanglement would send a clear message about the 
academic worth of the AIS program and its different nature from other activities the Center undertakes.

2. Faculty and Teaching

The AIS program currently has two full-time faculty, one half-time faculty, and two adjunct instructors.
Of the full-time faculty, one has a J.D. and one has an M.Ed.; the half-time faculty holds a J.D. as well 
as a Ph.D. in American Studies; of the adjunct instructors, one holds a B.S. in Business Administration 
and the other an M.S. in Political Science. 
In addition, the CAIS has a director who holds a Ph.D., and an assistant director who has an M.Ed.; 
however, these positions are currently not faculty positions.
It is not unusual to have faculty with bachelor degrees teaching language courses; long-term, this might
become a bit of a concern for the program as the HLC is beginning to ask for clear qualifications for all
faculty. 

The self-study report indicates that the number of faculty is adequate to carry out AIS's mission on 
campus. In 2014-15, the AIS program generated 296 credit hours; if it is assumed that on average, 
students take 3-credit hour courses, that translates into 98 students served. In addition, AIS generated 
66 credit hours in Rapid City (22 students) and 24 online (8 students). 
AIS counted an average of 11 Majors per semester between Fall 2010 and Fall 2015, and an average of 
14 Minors. These numbers are very good in the regional context. 

The program has seen on average 4 graduates per year in the same period. My recommendation would 
be to look into the relationship between numbers of majors and majors who graduate, as the numbers 
indicate that while the program attracts majors, these either face difficulties graduating (which might 
not be related to AIS), or switch majors before graduation (which also might not be related to AIS. A 
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tracking system for how many majors graduate, how many switch majors, and why, might benefit the 
AIS program.
If it is possible, I would also recommend that, together with delineating more clearly the academic 
nature of AIS, the director of the Center teach at least one class every semester, or every year. Again, 
this would bring to the forefront the academic nature of the nature, and it would tie the director much 
more into the AIS program. It is my experience that academic programs are easier to manage if the 
director is part of the faculty.
     
Curriculum

It is always difficult to design a curriculum for a small program like AIS simply because these 
programs do not have the luxury of being able to hire an expert on every issue.   

One recommendation I would make for the curriculum is to strengthen the Lakota language courses. 
Currently, the goal is to expose students to the language; while it is usually impossible to bring students
to fluency in Lakota in a university environment, given the location and student demographics of 
BHSU, it might be good to strive toward more than exposure. This would probably require some 
changes, perhaps including additional faculty, but BHSU is in a prime position to achieve excellence in 
Lakota language studies. The benefits for students to learn the language would make a large difference 
for communities and send a clear message of commitment.    
Especially given the strong connections to Education that AIS at BHSU seems to have, a focus on 
language – not just language learning – would provide a great service to regional Lakota and non-
Lakota communities.

Another recommendation would be to coordinate learning goals and syllabi. This is not an issue of 
standardization – every instructor has their own strengths and should be able to teach to them. AIS and 
other interdisciplinary programs are notoriously difficult in terms of finding common denominators for 
learning outcomes. However, an open discussion and clear delineation of learning goals, and making 
them obvious to the students, will make the program more unified and provide students with a clear 
path to graduation. 

3. Scope of the Program

As mentioned above, the AIS program at Black Hills State University has major and minor numbers 
that match or surpass most regional AIS programs. I am not sure if those numbers can be grown, unless 
AIS is made an integral part of other programs. For example, Education offers several majors with 
specializations. I think BHSU is in such a great geographic location that it would make sense to add an 
Education major in Tribal Schools, with a large emphasis on American Indian Studies. This would 
benefit AIS, but also Education, and the university as a whole. Alternatively, if all Education majors 
were required to take two AIS courses, and AIS would develop courses that fit well with the needs of 
these majors, that would go far to increase the quality of education on Native issues in South Dakota.

My only concern with the program is its positioning within the university and toward tribal colleges. I 
already addressed recommendations to clarify the position of AIS within the university. My other 
concern here is that if BHSU goes more into the direction of research, faculty members in AIS will 
have to be prepared to lead in these efforts. Because of their position in universities, and because of 
historical and contemporary stereotypes about ethnic studies programs in general and American Indians
in particular, AIS programs cannot afford to be seen as academic lightweights. Should BHSU not go 
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that route, on the other hand, AIS will face increasing difficulties in differentiating itself from regional 
tribal colleges and universities that are vamping up efforts to deliver good four-year degrees. When 
those efforts are in place in stable environments, Black Hills State will have to be bale to make the case
for its AIS program; tribal college programs, for the foreseeable future, will probably focus on teaching
and on regional emphases, including language revitalization. One case BHSU will be able to make are 
strong connections to other degrees available at the university; another would be a strong research 
effort in addition to teaching.

Again, none of these recommendations should be interpreted as a critique of the existing program. It is 
my experience that AIS programs most often have to address shifting markets and opportunities on the 
fly. BHSU is in a unique position. It has a strong existing program, and it could become a regional 
leader if the university recognizes the importance of the program for regional recruiting and the 
program's potential to deliver national leadership in collaboration and research. This would eventually 
require some investments; however, with a few structural adjustments, and if the program and the 
university build a conscious strategic plan for the next five years, identifying strengths, potential, 
challenges, and opportunities, BHSU would be well on its way. 

Assessment

I saw with interest the plans for better assessment instruments, especially a well-developed exit exam 
for AIS. Developing this instrument, based on program-level learning goals will not only provide well-
supported assessments of the program's quality, but will also identify needs for future adjustments in 
teaching, faculty, and curriculum. The development of such exit exams is one thing that is often 
missing in AIS programs across the country; again, this, and the inability to prove the usefulness of the 
programs – in terms that are translatable to quantitative measurements – leads to confusion about why 
AIS programs should be supported by legislatures and universities. 
Together with ongoing discussions about program needs, which should be tied in to university-wide 
inclusion of AIS into strategic plans, this will go far in ensuring the continued and future relevance of 
the program and its usefulness to BHSU as well as the Native and non-Native communities in the 
region and the state.  

4. Conclusion

The AIS program at BHSU is a strong program. As always, there are opportunities and potentials to 
make it stronger. Not all of these will be feasible, but open discussions about future challenges and 
opportunities of the program will identify ways to keep the program strong. Ultimately, the continued 
success of AIS programs depends on support from state and university appropriation decisions, and 
thus efforts to make administrations understand how AIS is crucial for the future of a well-educated 
workforce – in all fields – and good relations between communities, especially in states like South 
Dakota. The AIS program is taking steps to ensure that this fact is becoming more clearly expressed. 
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Black Hills State University
Program Review, Department of History

Report of External Evaluator:
Bethany Andreasen

June 1, 2016
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I.  Introduction/Overview

The Department of History at Black Hills State University is performing admirably amid
a set of challenging experiences, including downsizing of the department and faculty turnover.  It
offers a program that works to provide a solid foundation and historical knowledge and skill
development for its students.  For its majors, it provides opportunities to perfect and exercise
these skills in original research and in public history internships.

II.  Program evaluation

A.  Mission Centrality

The Department of History is central to the mission of  Black Hills State University
(BHSU), providing significant contributions to the institution’s efforts to be an “innovative, high-
quality university in the state, the Black Hills region, the nation, and the world,” through high-
level experiences in teaching and learning, support of research and scholarly activities, and
service that is state-wide, regional, national, and global.

The major, minor, and certificate programs that the department offers all contribute to
this mission.  The history major program produces liberal arts graduates prepared with the
fundamental skills in critical reading, thinking, and writing that are essential to both informed
citizenship and many types of future employment, as well as teacher education graduates who
have developed sufficient understanding of the content, questions, and practices of the discipline
to serve as effective teachers.  While the department’s contribution to the preparation of future
teachers is most evident in terms of its role in training secondary level history teachers, it also
provides essential grounding in history for BHSU’s elementary education majors and middle
school social studies teaching minors.

The department’s programs speak specifically to three of the goals of the university’s
strategic plan.  Strategic plan goal one, to offer “innovative, high-quality academic experiences,”
is achieved through the design and course offerings of the history major, and its growing
inclusion of opportunities for student work in historical research and presentation, as well as
public history internships.  Strategic plan goal two focuses on strategic partnerships, something
that the history department does effectively through its coordinated efforts with quite a number of
other institutions, especially through public history internships and certificate programs. 
Strategic plan goal three states that BHSU intends to be an inclusive and socially responsible
learning community, a goal which the department helps to meet in part through the inclusion of
both American Indian history and non-western history in its course offerings and in its major
program requirements.

The Department of History also provides coursework for students across the institution
that meets the South Dakota Board of Regents/BHSU General Education requirements in Social
Science (HIST 151: United States History I and HIST 152: United States History II) as well as in
Arts & Humanities (HIST 121: Western Civilization I and HIST 122: Western Civilization II).  It
also offers HIST 121 and 122 as options for meeting the BHSU Globalization requirement for
those students completing the program under the pre-2016 catalog requirements.
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Additionally, the distance education efforts of the department, through on-line instruction
and courses offered at the extension campus in Rapid City, expand its reach to broader audiences
within and beyond the state, including non-traditional students.

B.  Program Quality

The Department of History plays an essential part in BHSU’s mission to provide high
quality undergraduate programs.  This can be seen in terms of the department’s faculty,
curriculum, innovative teaching methods, and provision of opportunities for its students to put
into practice the skills of the historian.

Despite dealing with a significant amount of recent turnover, the full-time history
department faculty remains strong.  Almost all of the past and current members of the department
hold a Ph.D. in history, and all of them have been active scholars while teaching at BHSU, giving
presentations to university, public, and professional audiences, and publishing books and articles. 
Additionally, the faculty members have also been actively involved with service activities, both
within the university and through providing professional expertise to organizations beyond the
campus.

The History Department’s Standards document for tenure-track faculty provides clear
expectation of standards for merit raises, tenure, and promotion at the university, which helps to
ensure the quality of the work performed by the faculty.  The History Standards Document for
Lecturer Rank Faculty accomplishes the same for the full-time instructors in the department. 
There is no indication, however, to what extent these expectations within these documents apply
to adjunct faculty, who are essential to the department in its current configuration.  Presumably,
they are expected to meet similar expectations in the area of teaching, while other
responsibilities, such as advising and assessment, are handled solely by the full-time faculty of
the department.

As it currently stands, the history major is designed to include ten required courses that
ensure that all students become grounded in United States, regional, and European history, and
that they are also introduced to both Non-Western history and American Indian history and
culture.  Plans for the future that include new requirements for majors to take the second half of
the Western Civilization survey as well as the Non-Western survey (and simultaneously
removing two upper level required European history courses) will ensure that this broad
grounding is further expanded, which will be especially beneficial in terms of training future
history teachers.

The program currently requires nine credits of history elective courses, though this will
likely be expanded due to the removal of Institutional Graduation Requirements.  The list of
History courses in the current catalog is a bit misleading, as the department is not able to offer all
of them on a regular basis.  While this is understandable, given the decreasing size of the
department’s faculty, it is a matter that calls for curriculum revision.

Interdisciplinary connections are essential for such a small department, and the presence
of courses that are cross-listed with American Indian Studies, Political Science, and Geography is
an appropriate way to maintain both quality and breadth of course offerings.  The certificate
programs in public history would not be possible without partnerships both across and beyond
the institution.
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The history major program includes also includes a required course in historical methods
and historiography, an essential piece in assisting history majors to develop the skills of the
profession.  These skills are also fostered in various courses through the use of teaching methods
involving use of various sort of primary sources (including oral histories and archival documents)
and field trips.  Majors are also provided with numerous opportunities to practice the skills of
professional historians through research and presentation (through venues including the
University Honors Program, the Black Hills Research Symposium, and the Journal of
Undergraduate Research) and through public history internships (offered in partnership with a
variety of nearby museums and historical organizations.  Such experiences are not a specific
requirement of the history major, and it is unclear what portion of the program’s graduates
partake in them.

C.  Costs

The budget information supplied in the program review lists faculty salaries and benefits,
presumably for the three current full-time faculty members during the most recent academic year. 
It does not show changes in the budget over time, but it seems likely that these numbers are
lower than for previous years, given the movement of senior faculty into retirement and
administrative positions, as well the loss of one of the tenure-track positions, and the current
position of Professor Kirk as a full-time instructor.  There is no information provided as to the
budget costs for the adjunct faculty who currently are responsible for teaching five to six history
courses each term and how these costs have changed over time.

Still, it seems clear that the History Department currently has significantly less financial
support than it did earlier in the seven-year period of the review.  Even though the department’s
credit hour production and the number of majors have been declining since a peak in 2008-2010
(a trend that parallels FTE enrollment statistics for the institution as a whole), it seems evident
that the department has become even more cost-effective in meeting the needs of its majors and
students across BHSU.  Indeed, the reduction of funding is part of the reason that it has become
impossible for the department to offer its entire curriculum on a regular basis.  Also, there is at
present a very real concern about having the funding available to update classroom technology in
the future.

D.  Program Productivity

The History Department is productive in terms of credit hours generated, numbers of
majors and minors, and numbers of graduates.  The general decline in credit hour production
since 2010 is a reflection of declining overall FTE enrollment at BHSU.  The same is true of the
general decline in the number of history majors over that period.  The number of history major
graduates, with the exception of the exceptionally large number of 25 in 2010, has remained
fairly steady at 12-19 graduates per year.  Similarly, the number of history minors has not
diverged significantly over time.  Considering the decrease in full-time faculty positions in the
department, this means that the department’s productivity remains high.   The program review
does not provide information on how long the certificate programs have been available, how 
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many students have completed these certificates, and whether these students are also history
majors.

The department has become increasingly active in offering on-line internet instruction,
beginning with two General Education survey courses in Fall 2013, and expanding its offerings
to include the remaining freshman level survey courses, as well as four upper level history
classes (one of which is an American Indian Studies course cross-listed as a History course). 
These courses facilitate efforts to reach students beyond those at the main campus, as do the half
dozen courses offered each regular term at the extension campus in Rapid City, thus contributing
to the department’s productivity.

E.  Plans for the Future

The department’s plans for the future are ones that should prove to be beneficial.  Given
the reduction in the number of full-time faculty in the department, along with the desire to revise
the curriculum to be a more accurate reflection of what the department is able to offer on a
regular basis, and to respond changes within the historical profession, the proposal to replace
narrow histories of specific European nations with new topically-focused courses that cover a
broader scope of time and/or place is a wise choice.  In this process, the department will be able
to develop curriculum that more fully reflects the expertise of Dr. Daniels in Atlantic World
History as well as the new tenure-track historian hired in European/World history, which will
enable the creation of new courses in Non-western history.

Proposed changes in the history major requirements, in response to the elimination of
Institutional Graduation Requirements, will also be beneficial.  The addition of HIST 115:
Survey of Non-Western Civilizations and HIST 122: Western Civilization II to the list of
specifically required courses will ensure that students have increased foundational grounding in
the history around the globe, a step that will be especially valuable for teacher education majors.  

Requiring all majors to take HIST 122 will provide coverage of European history that is
currently met through HIST 327: European History 1500-1815 and HIST 328: European History
1815-Present.  Thus, changing these courses to electives makes sense; it might make sense to
eliminate them entirely.  Similarly moving HIST 359: Recent American History to the restricted
elective section would be useful, given the low frequency at which the course is offered.

The proposed new certificate in archaeology/anthropology offers the possibility of
another useful partnership between the History Department and Archaeological Research Center
of the South Dakota State Historical Society.

F.  Assessment of Progress

The History Department’s assessment plan is a work in progress.  The adoption of a
student portfolio model to replace the discontinued Major Field Test was a sensible choice, but
effective implementation of this assessment model has been challenged by faculty turnover that
has resulted in the loss of portfolio materials and a pattern of incomplete faculty assessment. 
With the limited data available at present, any conclusions can only be suggestive.

As the department goes forward with the process of assessment, the movement to an e-
portfolio system is a logical step to facilitate collection of student materials and to ensure that
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they are not misplaced.  Criteria and procedure for this assessment model will undoubtedly need
further refinement once the process has gone into full operation. 

III.  Overall Assessment of Program

A.  Strengths

The History Department demonstrates a number of strengths:
• Program requirements ensure that all students are well grounded in United States,

European, and regional history.
• Program requirements ensure that all students are introduced to topics in Non-Western

history, and plans for revising program requirements aim at increasing that exposure. 
• Program requirements ensure that all students are introduced to American Indian history .
• The department offers its courses in a variety of formats to meet the needs of both

traditional and non-traditional students.
• Department faculty have emphasized the development of innovative teaching strategies

for their courses.
• Department faculty have emphasized hands-on teaching methods in which their students

are engaged with primary sources.
• Quality of on-line courses is facilitated through support of the Instructional Design office.
• The department provides numerous opportunities for its majors to engage in original

historical research and present it to an audience.
• The department provides numerous opportunities for its majors to engage in internships

in the field of public history.
• The department works cooperatively through partnerships within the Department of Math

and Social Sciences, across BHSU, and with other external organizations.
• Full-time department faculty have solid academic credentials.
• Full-time department faculty are active in research and professional service.

B.  Limitations

The Department of History is experiencing several significant limitations:
• The reduction of full-time faculty, including the loss of one position, has made it

impossible for the department to offer all of the courses in its curriculum on a regular
basis.  A review of the course schedules posted for the academic terms from Fall 2015
through Spring 2017 reveals that, of the thirteen courses identified as regularly-offered
electives (pp. 12-13 of the program review), five of them have not been offered/scheduled
even once.  Examination of the entire list of 300-400 level classes (excluding Topics,
Seminar, and Internship) reveals that eight of these 23 classes do not show up on the class
schedules covering the same time period.

• A pattern of emergency hires has had significant consequences for the department’s
stability.
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• Increased reliance upon adjunct faculty has resulted in increasingly heavy responsibilities,
such as advising and assessment, being placed upon a smaller number of full-time faculty
(one of whom is an Instructor and thus has a heavier course load than the tenure-track
faculty).

• Assessment has essentially not been completed during the period of this program review.

IV.  Recommendations

There are three areas for BHSU and the Department of History to focus on as ways to
further strengthen the program.

Stability of faculty
As noted above, significant turnover in faculty in recent years has had negative

consequences for the department.  Retention of current faculty would be a fundamental step
toward re-establishing stability and ending the pattern of emergency hires.  University support,
both financial and otherwise, will be essential to this retention.

The return of the eliminated tenure-track position would also strengthen the department’s
stability, and decrease reliance upon adjunct faculty.  Such an action would help ensure that the
entire curriculum can be offered in a regular rotation, and also facilitate a more reasonable
distribution other departmental responsibilities, such as advising and portfolio assessment.  The
recent hire of a tenure-track European/World historian is a step in the right direction.

Revision of Curriculum and Major
Revision of the curriculum and redesign of the major are in order, to reflect the realities of
department personnel in both numbers and areas of expertise, and to strengthen the program.  I
suggest that the department consider the following suggestions:

• For the present, move ahead with the decision to require HIST 115:  Survey of Non-
Western Civilizations for all history majors.  (This will be especially valuable for those
majors preparing to be teachers.)  It would be beneficial, however, to also require an
upper level elective class in Non-Western history, in order to expand exposure.

• In the longer run, consider the possibility of replacing the Western Civilization survey
courses (and possibly the Non-Western Civilization survey course as well) with World
History survey courses.  This practice would follow the current trend in the teaching of
history at the university level, and would ensure fuller exposure to Non-Western history
for all majors.  It also would respond  to the needs of your teacher education students by
better preparing them for the PRAXIS exam, as well as for the World History courses that
they are likely to teach.

• Reduce and redesign the elective course offerings to a list that can be offered on a regular
rotation, and that offers a better reflection of current faculty expertise.

• Follow through on the proposal to replace at least some of the current electives, focused
on specific nations and/or periods, with a smaller number of topical courses that are
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broader in geographical and/or chronological scope.
• Develop a regular rotation of seminar course offerings to provide senior level

opportunities for original historical research.  To the extent that is workable, direct
students to these seminars rather than independent studies.

• Consider requiring all majors to complete a seminar and/or an internship, to ensure that
they all have the experience of operating in circumstances that model the work that
academic and/or public historians do.  (For those history majors in the university’s
Honors Program, the capstone project can meet this requirement.)

Assessment
The department has made viable plans for putting assessment into operation; now is the time to
take the necessary steps to follow through on these plans.

• Complete the process of developing the e-portfolio system for history majors.
• Focus the History portfolio as a way to measure student achievement of the program

goals that the department has established/is currently establishing.
• Provide more specific guidance for the writing of the Reflective Essay.  Ask graduating

majors to reflect on the specific goals that the department wants them to achieve, and
point to evidence of their achievement of these goals in the work that they have
submitted.

• Revise the student checklist of portfolio items to include to reflect any changes made in
the requirements for the major.

V.  Persons Interviewed (if any)
I did not interview any individuals for this report.  Professor Kelly Kirk responded to some
questions which I raised via email.
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HMS External Review 
Perry 

 

 
 

I. Introduction/Overview  

The purpose of this external review is to provide my assessment of the Human Services 

Program at Black Hills State University (BHSU) in Spearfish, South Dakota.  My name is 

Dr. David Perry and I have been program coordinator of the Rehabilitation and Human 

Services Program at the University of North Dakota for over 40 years. I am a tenured 

professor at UND and have served as an accreditation site reviewer for a number of 

graduate and undergraduate programs across the United States.  I was contacted in the 

Fall of 2015 and asked to serve as an external reviewer for the Human Services 

Program at Black Hill State University (BHSU).  I received the program’s Self-Study 

Report on April 1, 2016 and have reviewed all of the documents that were sent to me. 

This review is based on those documents, which included:   

 1)  The 2016 Program Self-Study 

 2)  The Curriculum Vitae of the Program Faculty 

 3)  The Syllabi from the Program Courses 

 4)  Exit Surveys and Exams of Students 

 5)  The BHSU Online Course Review Rubric 

 6)  The BHSU Promotion and Tenure Handbook 

 To the best of my knowledge, I have no conflicts of interest in serving as a reviewer for 

this program.    

II. Program Evaluation   

The Self-Study Report was well organized and well written.  It contained all of the 

elements required by the South Dakota Board of Regents.  The report was easy to 
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follow and appeared to present a balanced review of the program’s strengths and 

limitations.  Some issues, such as cost effectiveness of the program, were difficult to 

assess because there were no program costs from comparable programs provided.  In 

such instances, I have relied on what I am familiar with in my own program and other 

programs I have reviewed in other states.    

A. Mission Centrality  

The Mission of the BHSU Human Services Program is to “to graduate competitive 

human services professionals with the knowledge, skills, and values to effectively 

improve the human condition” (p. 1 of Self-Study).  This mission clearly supports the 

University’s Mission, found of p. 32 of the Self-Study:  “Black Hills State University is a 

master’s level university that (1) promotes excellence in teaching and learning; (2) 

supports research, creative and scholarly activities; and (3) provides service to the 

state, region, nation and global community.  BHSU (4) provides innovative, high quality 

undergraduate (associate and baccalaureate) programs in the arts, humanities, 

education, behavioral sciences, mathematics, social sciences, natural sciences, 

business and technology as well as selected disciplines of strength at the graduate 

level.  Black Hills State University is the only comprehensive University in western 

South Dakota (BHSU Strategic Plan 2015).”   

B. Program Quality  

Program quality is demonstrated in a number of ways in the Self-Study.  For example, 

my review of faculty vitae demonstrated that the faculty that support this program are 

well-qualified individuals who have notable achievements in the areas of teaching, 
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research, and service.  There are 14 faculty who currently teach in the program and all 

but three of them have their doctorates.  Their vitae reveal impressive 

accomplishments, especially in the area of service to the regional community.   

The Program Coordinator, Dr. Trenton Ellis, has his Ph.D. in Sociology and has taught 

at BHSU since 2013.  He joined the School of Behavioral Sciences in 2014.  Dr. Ellis 

appears to be well qualified to lead the program and seems to be strongly committed to 

seeing the program succeed.  The overall quality of the program is clearly enhanced by 

the skills and the commitment of Dr. Ellis and the rest of the faculty. 

Another example of program quality is seen in the accomplishments of the program’s 

graduates.  The program has averaged 33 students per year during this evaluation 

period.  Of these graduates, 69.8% have been employed in South Dakota during their 

first year following graduation.  This employment rate is higher than the statewide 

placement rate of 62.8% for university graduates.  It should be noted that this 

employment rate does not include graduates who go to work in other states, who are 

self-employed, who are employed by the federal government (including the armed 

services), or who are employed or enrolled outside the three-month review window. 

Despite a placement rate higher than the SDBOR system average, HMS graduates 

have lower median earnings per year ($29,024) when compared with the median 

earnings of the average SDBOR undergraduate ($35,785), probably due to the nature 

of the settings in which they are employed (e.g., Health Care and Social Assistance).   

Finally, it is clear that the curriculum provides a great deal of quality to the program 

experience.  The overall curriculum appears to be coherent and well designed.  The 
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faculty have reviewed national standards for human services training as described by 

the Council for Standards in Human Service Education (CSHSE).  It appears that most 

of the standards for accreditation from this body are or could be met by the HMS 

program.  (See pp. 54 – 68 of the Self-Study.)  This is an important strength of the 

program and should be considered when and if the program applies for CSHSE 

accreditation.  

C.  Costs  

The costs of the program are well described in Part 4 of the Self-Study (pp. 76 – 81).  

The Program/Department budget is carefully summarized and appears to be 

appropriate for the number of faculty supported and the student tuition generated.   

It appears that during this seven-year evaluation period, the HMS program generated a 

total of 3,338 credit hours per year.  On average, 1,483 (44%) of these were self-

support credit hours and 1,858 (56%) were state-supported credit hours.  The Self-

Study also describes the source of credit hours (Spearfish, Rapid City, and online 

courses), as well as the Full-Time Equivalent hour by term.  Most of the credit hours are 

generated at the BHSU campus.  However, it appears there is real growth potential from 

offering online classes and from offering some of the courses on the Rapid City 

campus.  

No cost data were provided for similar programs from universities in the SDBOR 

system.  As mentioned earlier, without data from comparable programs, it is difficult for 

an external reviewer to determine the overall cost effectiveness of this program.  

Perhaps that can best be determined by administrators familiar with those costs.  
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D. Program Productivity   

Evidence for HMS program productivity is described in the Self-Study by reviewing 

student enrollment during the evaluation period.  Over the last seven years the 

enrollment has ranged from a high of 168 in the fall of 2011 to a low of 123 in fall of 

2015.  (Spring enrollments were an average of 7% lower than fall enrollments.)  The 

average fall enrollment over these seven years was 142.   

Another way to describe HMS enrollment is to calculate the total number of unique 

majors enrolled by year.  During this seven year period, there was an average of 208 

different students enrolled as HMS majors per year.   

Another measure of productivity is the number of HMS program graduates per year.  As 

mentioned earlier, the HMS program has averaged a total of 33 graduate per year 

during this seven year evaluation period.  Students graduate three times a year 

(summer, fall, and spring), with the majority graduating in the spring semester.   

E. Assessment of Progress  

The Self-Study provided a number of ways to assess the progress of the program.  For 

example, the program has been conducting Exit Surveys during the past year which 

provide important insights into how students perceive the HMS Program (see pp. 34 – 

35 of Self-Study).  It is clear that students have a positive perception of the worth of the 

program.  The surveys utilized subjective assessments of student’s confidence in a 

variety of standards related to “teaching and learning.”  The data indicate that students 

rated all learning outcomes as “agree” or “strongly agree” that they had strong 

understanding of the listed competence areas.  In addition, the Fall 2015 Exit Survey 
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found that nearly all graduates reported that they agreed or strongly agreed that “HMS 

faculty were dedicated to [their] success” (p. 35). 

Another way of assessing program progress is to review how the program faculty are 

utilizing innovative teaching strategies. It is clear that faculty working within the major 

use a variety of innovative methods to engage students in their coursework and foster 

intellectual and professional interests.  Impressive examples of this are found on pp. 39 

- 40 of the Self-Study.  Students are actively involved in service learning projects, 

research and data analysis, and community involvement. 

Finally, over the past year the HMS Program has done an excellent job of identifying 

specific learning objectives throughout the curriculum.  These learning objectives have 

been directly tied to national curriculum standards found in the 2015 Council for 

Standards in Human Service Education.  It will be important to assess the future 

success of meeting these learning objectives, especially if the HMS Program decides to 

pursue accreditation.    

III. Overall Assessment of Program  

A. Strengths  

1.  The HMS program has a well-qualified faculty who provide excellent teaching and 

advisement to students in the program.  The faculty are exceptional in their 

contribution to community service in western South Dakota. 

2. The program coordinator appears to have a clear vision of where the HMS 

program should be headed and has the skills and qualities to effectively lead the 

program. 
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3. The curriculum is well-conceived, well-organized, and based on national 

standards for human services education. 

4. The students have an excellent record of finding employment in the field of 

human services and provide exceptional contributions to areas such as Health 

Care and Social Assistance, Public Administration, and Accommodation and 

Food Services.  Their volunteer services are also impressive.   

5. An improved Exit Survey has been in place since Spring 2015 and appears to be 

doing a better job of tracking graduates after they leave the program.  Initial data 

indicate that graduates are generally pleased with the quality of the education 

they have received and are finding employment in such fields as Child and 

Family Services (e.g., foster care licensing, child protective services), Direct 

Support Services (e.g., mental health, support for adults with developmental 

disabilities), Probation and Parole Services, Domestic Violence Prevention, and 

Health Care (e.g., HIV and AIDS prevention). 

6. The Program has begun a comprehensive review of the curriculum to identify 

specific learning objectives of each course.  These learning objectives are 

directly related to national curriculum standards developed by the Council for 

Standards in Human Services Education.  The current review demonstrates 

whether or not these standards appear to be met by the HMS Program. 

7. The Program has recently begun reaching out to various human services 

agencies within the Black Hills Region and beyond.  These meetings are 
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providing helpful information regarding the employment and research needs of 

these organizations.   

B. Limitations  

1.  The HMS Program moved from Liberal Arts to the School of Behavioral Sciences 

in 2011.  Apparently, there was some resistance to the move on the part of the 

former program coordinator and some of the faculty.  As a result, there were 

several years during which very little program assessment was done.  This 

resulted in challenges in providing relevant data in the program’s Self-Study.  It 

should be noted that this problem seems to have been resolved when Dr. Ellis 

became program coordinator.  However, a lack of program data for several of the 

years related to this review period is problematic. 

2. An noted previously, there was no comparative cost data provided from other 

programs that would make it possible to provide a meaningful analysis of the cost 

effectiveness of the HMS Program.   

3.  Because this is an interdisciplinary program, the faculty who teach HMS courses 

are often associated with other programs at BHSU.  It would have been helpful to 

have had data regarding how much of each faculty member’s time is devoted to 

the HMS Program.   

IV. Recommendations   

The faculty, and especially the program coordinator Dr. Ellis, should be commended for 

providing a well-organized self-study that addressed the important characteristics of the 
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HMS program, with an emphasis on the SDBOR mandated assessment areas.  Based 

on my review of the self-study, I recommend the following: 

A.  Program Accreditation 

The self-study utilized the curriculum standards from the Council for Standards in 

Human Service Education as a way of analyzing the HMS curriculum.  It is clear that 

there are some areas in which the standards are not met.  However, speaking as an 

outside reviewer who has not been involved with CSHSE standards before, it appears 

that the HMS program is well positioned to move forward with an accreditation 

application with this Council. 

There are advantages and disadvantages to accreditation. A disadvantage would be the 

application cost and the annual fees, although from what I have seen CSHSE keeps 

those costs relatively low.  There would also be the costs related to bringing in 

reviewers for a site visit, which average around $1,000 per site visitor.  There would 

also be the work involved in preparing the accreditation self-study. 

However, the advantages would include improving program quality due to having 

regular program reviews based on national standards that have been established 

following rigorous field testing.  Well-trained site visitors can also be a stimulus for 

positive program improvement.  Having accreditation can be helpful in terms of 

recruiting highly-qualified students and making graduates more attractive to employers.  

Graduates of CSHSE are also eligible to receive a national credential, the Human 

Services-Board Certified Practitioner (HS-BCP) designation.  This also could be an 

employment advantage for HMS program graduates.   
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B.  Continue to make adjustments and improvements to the curriculum based on how 

the HMS course objectives found in the curriculum can better meet the national CSHMS 

curriculum and program standards.    

C.  It appears that many HMS students choose to do an internship.  However, field 

experience is not currently a required course in the curriculum.  Since this is such an 

important part of the training of human services professional, I would recommend that 

HMS 494 – Internship in Human Services become a part of the required core 

curriculum.  I would also recommend that the program conduct a survey of agencies 

where students do internships to determine their degree of satisfaction with students. 

D.  Consider forming a HMS Program Advisory Committee.  This committee should be 

composed of program faculty, relevant administrators, current students, graduates, 

internship supervisors, and employers of program graduates.  Ideally, this committee 

would meet quarterly to review the goals and progress of the program.  A well-informed 

and qualified advisor committee could provide invaluable assistance in program review 

and improvement. 

Summary 

The purpose of this external review has been to assess the quality of the Human 

Services Program at Black Hills State University. It is clear that the program is providing 

a valuable contribution to the human infrastructure of the surrounding region and 

beyond.  It has been a pleasure to review this program and its many accomplishments.  

It is an impressive program and I expect it will continue to play a vital role in providing 

well trained and highly skilled human services professionals.     
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Black Hills State University Sociology Program Review 
Jason Karsky, Ph.D. External Reviewer 
Chair, Department of Criminal Justice Wayne State College 
 
Background 
Part of the rationale behind my selection as an external reviewer is that BHSU is moving towards 
a Criminal Justice/Criminology focus and I am familiar with the Criminal Justice side of 
Sociology programming.  While my background is indeed in Sociology, most of my experience 
over the last 17 years has been in the area of Criminal Justice programming.   
 
Program Strengths 
Overall, the self-evaluation suggests that the Sociology program at BHSU has a strong 
curriculum with dedicated and knowledgeable professors.  Not only does it appear that current 
curriculum is of high caliber,  assessment activities clearly demonstrate the program is 
continually evolving to meet the needs of students they serve.  A major strength, is the wide 
variety of relevant areas of expertise associated with program faculty.  Areas like Criminology, 
Domestic Violence, Social Justice, Stratification, Inequality, and Mediation and Conflict 
Resolution meld nicely with the Criminal Justice focus.   
 
An added incentive to enhance student recruitment is the availability of career focus areas.  The 
Research option gives students an opportunity to become employable in any number of 
analytical fields in addition to serving as a spring board into future graduate level work.  The 
Justice option is very timely as many of the SDBOR Employment Projections indicate that 
Criminal Justice related career fields will be in great demand in coming years, reflected by 
similar national trends in this career field.  Likewise, the focus areas of Government and Social 
Policy, and Community Social Services, are outstanding options for students who desire to enter 
careers in the public or private sectors.  Considering society’s need for amicable problem 
solving, as well as the recent greater emphasis placed on the value of restorative justice, it is 
encouraging to see a course in Mediation and Conflict Resolution in three of the four areas.  
 
The addition of the three certificates beginning in the Fall of 2017 represents an innovative 
approach that certainly will help students seeking employment in specific fields.  An additional 
benefit of these certificates is that professionals already in the field may be able to earn 
professional development credit and enhance their standing within an organization/agency.   
 
It is well-known in academia that institutions of higher learning are struggling with students who 
are ill-prepared in regard to writing skills.  This issue is exacerbated by this generation’s reliance 
on texting as a primary communication tool.  Further, in the Criminal Justice field, one of the 
most positively cited attributes employers seek is a recruit’s ability to write. It is obvious that the 
Sociology program at BHSU recognizes this deficiency in some students as they have initiated a 
writing intensive requirement as part of their professional standards.  
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Unlike many colleges and universities, BHSU requires that all faculty who desire to teach online 
go through a Quality Assurance process to make certain they have the ability to teach online.  
The quality of BHSU’s online courses are obviously of high standard as students who take the 
online classes succeed at an equivalent level as those taking classes face-to-face.  The program 
has verified these findings through data monitoring from the ETS (Educational Testing Service) 
and MFT (Major Field Test). 
 
Finally, the results of a recent MFT Exit Exam for graduating Sociology majors revealed that 
BHSU students ranked above the national average in almost all categories, at worst only 
generating a tie to the national comparison group.  Race, Ethnicity and Gender, Social 
Stratification, Criminology and Deviance, and Critical Thinking were all categories with 
impressive statistics above the national average.   
 
Program Challenges with Suggestions 
While inclusion of the Justice Profession/Specialization/Certificate within the Sociology 
Program is highly desirable, this option may benefit from some necessary tweaks as the focus 
continues to evolve.  For instance, in the future the program might consider adding Criminal Law 
as well as a Police and Society course to the justice area.  Moreover, the addition of a capstone 
course such as Senior Seminar might also be helpful as it would enhance the credentials of 
graduating seniors and produce the opportunity to perform different types of program assessment 
with student outcomes.  And while gratifying to note a topics class in the lineup, Topics in 
Criminology may be too narrow.  Perhaps a Topics in Criminal Justice (in general) course would 
be a better fit.  This broader perspective would allow instructors to offer a wider range of topics 
in the field (i.e. Criminal Evidence, Criminal Justice in Film, Bullying).   
 
Additionally, while the self-report document mentioned Service Learning in several places, it did 
not appear to be a primary focus for any specific class.  Service Learning presents a wonderful 
opportunity for students and instructors to connect with entities in the community that may be in 
need.  Projects can be customized to particular course subject matter and enhance student 
learning through more hands-on opportunities.  These experiences also serve as a great resume 
builder for students as they approach graduation.  Some institutions even have special Service 
Learning notations placed on the graduation programs to indicate that certain students 
experienced service as part of their curriculum.   
 
One other challenge this program may be facing comes from one of the opportunities described 
in the assessment.  The addition of the A.S. Degree in Criminology can be perceived as both a 
blessing and a curse.  BHSU describes itself as a Master’s Level University.  By adding an A.S. 
Degree, one potentially risks losing program area credibility as such a degree may be perceived 
as something a person would normally earn at a community or technical college.  Sometimes 
students choose the associates path if they feel unprepared for the rigors of a 4 year institution.  
Will adding the 2 year option have a significant influence on the quality of enrolling students?  
Will the A.S. Degree fulfill the ASA guidelines referenced in the assessment?  For example, the 
A.S. Degree as constructed appears to lack theory.  Finally, what attempts will be made to keep 
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A.S. students in the pipeline to complete the 4-year degree?  Will students who would have 
normally completed the 4 year degree now demonstrate a tendency to leave college earlier for 
the workforce and thus negatively influence the number of students enrolled in upper division 
Sociology courses?  Only time will tell, but the upside of this plan may be that the program sees 
increased enrollment from students that normally wouldn’t have considered enrolling in BHSU 
at all.  Perhaps those with the desire for a 4 year degree will stay the course, and the addition of 
the new A.S. Degree will have little effect on the department.      
 
Finally, the addition of a Criminology Professor is vital to the success of the justice focus.  The 
department needs a full time staff member to make the necessary connection to students that 
adjuncts just cannot adequately maintain.  These relationships are vital, especially when students 
get closer to graduation and are applying for jobs or graduate/law school.  The addition of this 
faculty line may also enhance the slumping enrollment currently experienced by the program.  
The factors highlighted in the report as a rationale for the slump were on point; however, one 
cannot overestimate the impact of hiring a full time criminologist to accentuate the justice focus.  
Opportunities in the Criminal Justice career field are very favorable at this time, and this trend 
shows no sign of slowing down in the future.                             
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